THE SPIRIT OF THE OLD MODERN BOLERO
Dani Alvarez & Sergi Sirvent are a duo consisting of singer and pianist, respectively, centered on its
origin in the interpretation of unorthodox boleros but have been expanding their repertoire to the
sentimental song of all genres and eras: tangos, catalan song, jazz, bossa nova or adaptations as risky
as they do in their concerts of the song "Lithium" by Nirvana, but all with a common thread, with a
personal touch that makes the likes of Dani Alvarez & Sergi Sirvent are located outside of fashion.
¿Modern? ... yes, classics? ... too.
Those in charge of putting this album "Las Simples Cosas" in a section of the record store will have a
problem at the time of classification. The best thing would make a separate section or make up the
"sounds without hobbies". What they do Dani Alvarez & Sergi Sirvent could be the result of putting in a
shaker shades of Tom Waits, Pablo Milanes, Laura Nyro, Mercedes Sosa, Tori Amos, Milton Nascimento
and Danny Kaye.

"LAS SIMPLES COSAS"
sometimes are very complicated...
Of them said: "The pianist Sergi Sirvent and singer Dani Alvarez offers an interpretation playful
and very personal, and soulful musical tightrope, boleros and other essential classics of
sentimental songs from Fats Waller to Nirvana through Tom Jobim and Albert Pla ".
At first it might surprise the voice of Dani Alvarez applied to boleros, but only time until just
assimilate that Dani does not copy anyone, he makes his way, as normal, without a hint of
deception. Sirvent's piano with digressions individuals also attaches to all, a result probably
unrepeatable.
Dani Alvarez & Sergi Sirvent have submitted their proposal, including classic and
revolutionary, in halls and festivals like the Jamboree, 23 Robadors, the Municipal Auditorium in
Terrassa or Mostra de les Arts de la Paraula in the Abrera, and now have just recorded their
first album, "Las Simples Cosas”.
Dani Alvarez (1978), Bachelor of Arts, as well as singer, plays the bassoon, and is the leading
voice of diverse backgrounds, including their personal project and Venancio y Los Jóvenes de
Antaño.
Sergi Sirvent (1978). He plays the piano since age 7, was introduced into the world of jazz at
17, has studied in New York and has a master's degree in music specializing in jazz since 2009.
The album "Las Simples Cosas" is a collection of only 10 samples from the repertoire of Dani
Alvarez & Sergi Sirvent just a concession to his own compositions: "Como abrigo", the other
nine songs are barely known adaptations of their respective authors, which include Antonio
Carlos Jobim, Chico Buarque, Arsenio Rodriguez, Miquel Gil and Albert Pla, among others.
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